Choose A FICPI Member For Your IP Needs

www.ficpi.org
In a fast-moving and competitive global marketplace, innovation is key to a thriving business. Innovation is protected and enforced through intellectual property (IP).

To help you navigate the complex world of IP you need clear advice from an experienced IP specialist. To get the job done right...

**Turn To A FICPI Member**

**You**

**have** a great idea, new trademark, new design:

*Turn to a FICPI member for the right advice for IP protection*

**need** advice on IP infringement or management issues:

*Turn to a FICPI member*

**want** to develop a successful IP portfolio:

*Turn to a FICPI member*

**You are** the client: get the best advice:

*Turn to a FICPI member*

**What is FICPI?**

Founded in 1906, FICPI (Fédération Internationale Des Conseils en Propriété Intellectuelle) is headquartered in Switzerland and is the only international IP organization whose membership consists solely of intellectual property professionals in private practice.

With approximately 5000 members in more than 80 countries and regions, FICPI can rightly claim to be a truly global body.

**Who Are FICPI Members?**

- FICPI members belong to a select and worldwide group of intellectual property specialists that protect and enforce your IP
- FICPI members benefit from continued legal education and knowledge of latest international issues and best practices
- FICPI members have expertise in developing international IP portfolios
- FICPI members are selected to meet high standards through stringent admission criteria and a strict code of professional conduct
- FICPI members know how to find and report on the latest competitive
- IP intelligence on your competitors
- FICPI members are present in most industrialized countries of the world
How Are FICPI Members Different?

Members of FICPI represent clients ranging from individuals and SMEs to multi-national industries, as well as universities, governmental and non-governmental organizations and other institutions.

FICPI members practice in patent, trade mark, design and other IP matters on behalf of clients who may be owners of IP rights or third parties.

Members of FICPI have various specialties and participate in working groups for continuous learning opportunities.

Members of FICPI know how to navigate the IP world and can assist in IP protection, IP disputes, IP asset management, licensing, technology transfers, divestitures and mergers, freedom to operate studies, IP asset valuation, IP ownership issues and IP insurance.

Specialist sub-groups deal with IP issues in the fields of life sciences and chemistry, traditional knowledge and expressions of folklore, software and business methods and e-commerce regulation.

Go to www.ficpi.org for membership listings